
PRESIDENTIAL VS PARLIAMENTARY DEMOCRACY A DEBATE

The first months of especially, witnessed an unprecedented acrimonious debate about presidential and parliamentary
democracy among high-ranking poli .

The framers of the constitution were greatly influenced by the English system. O'Neill agreed to tax cuts
favored by Reagan, and in exchange Reagan agreed to budgets that did not restrain spending to his liking. The
parliamentary is then led by the party leader of the majority. The veto is generally derived from the British
tradition of royal assent in which an act of parliament can only be enacted with the assent of the monarch. A
formal condemnation of the executive by the legislature is often considered a vote of no confidence. If this
fails, then the leader of the third largest party is given it and so on. The Australian House of Representatives is
elected using instant-runoff voting , while the Senate is elected using proportional representation through
single transferable vote. A fourth criticism applies specifically to nations with a proportionally elected
legislature and a presidency. By the structure of the world we want, at the sudden occurrence of a grave
tempest, to change the helmsmanâ€”to replace the pilot of the calm by the pilot of the storm. Supporters argue
that presidents elected in a time of peace and prosperity have proven themselves perfectly capable of
responding effectively to a serious crisis, largely due to their ability to make the necessary appointments to his
cabinet and elsewhere in government or by creating new positions to deal with new challenges. Unqualified
Legislators: It has created a system where a legislator is largely unqualified to legislate and becomes a
legislator only to be able to become executive one day. Even mild criticism from a backbencher could carry
consequences serious enough in particular, removal from consideration for a cabinet post to effectively muzzle
a legislator with any serious political ambitions. Direct election by popular vote. More often than not, a
premier facing a serious challenge resolves to save face by resigning before being formally removedâ€”
Margaret Thatcher 's relinquishing of her premiership being a prominent example. According to supporters of
the presidential system, the lack of checks and balances means that misconduct by a prime minister may never
be discovered. It is quite possible and even likely that he would not be ruler before the occasion. An unbiased
appraisal shows that the institutional and electoral checks that exist in a presidential system keep governments
on their toes. Advantages[ edit ] Supporters generally claim four basic advantages for presidential systems:
Direct elections â€” in a presidential system, the president is often elected directly by the people. This leads to
the separate election of president, who is elected to office for a fixed term, and only removable for gross
misdemeanor by impeachment and dismissal. Characteristics[ edit ] In a full-fledged presidential system, a
politician is chosen directly by the public or indirectly by the winning party to be the head of government. In
addition, this reduces accountability by allowing the president and the legislature to shift blame to each other.
France during the Algerian controversy switched to a semi-presidential system as did Sri Lanka during its civil
war, while Israel experimented with a directly elected prime minister in  A president generally can direct
members of the cabinet, military, or any officer or employee of the executive branch, but cannot direct or
dismiss judges. This was also the case in the United Kingdom until the passage of the Fixed-term Parliaments
Act  The following characteristics apply generally for the numerous presidential governments across the
world: The executive can veto legislative acts and, in turn, a supermajority of lawmakers may override the
veto. Separation of powers[ edit ] A presidential system's separation of the executive from the legislature is
sometimes held up as an advantage, in that each branch may scrutinize the actions of the other. In a
presidential system, the legislature and the president have equal mandates from the public. Please help
improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Thus the government is a better working organ
under the parliamentarian system. The fact that elections are fixed in a presidential system is considered by
supporters a welcome "check" on the powers of the executive, contrasting parliamentary systems, which may
allow the prime minister to call elections whenever they see fit or orchestrate their own vote of no confidence
to trigger an election when they cannot get a legislative item passed. Tendency towards authoritarianism[ edit ]
A prime minister without majority support in the legislature must either form a coalition or, if able to lead a
minority government, govern in a manner acceptable to at least some of the opposition parties. In such a
system, parliaments or congresses do not select or dismiss heads of governments, and governments cannot
request an early dissolution as may be the case for parliaments. Why was Parliamentary Democracy choose in
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India at the first place? This ensures that whenever a premiership becomes vacant or is about to become vacant
, legislators from the premier's party will always play a key role in determining the leader's permanent
successor. Winners and losers are sharply defined for the entire period of the presidential mandate On the
other hand, winning the presidency is a winner-take-all, zero-sum game. The Consensus system is used in
most Western European countries.


